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Energy in Europe 

 

• All the old certainties have gone 

• The new order is not yet established 

• Interesting times – problems, but also 
opportunities for innovation 

 



The industry is facing four 
revolutions at once 

 

• Liberalisation 

• Decarbonisation 

• Technology change and decentralisation 

• Demand uncertainties 



They all interact: the outcomes are 
complex 

• Liberalisation: markets determine outcomes 

• Decarbonisation: politicians define desired 
outcomes 

• Decentralisation: millions of active players 
make governance more difficult 

• Energy is a system: an intervention at any 
point changes the whole system- unintended 
consequences 



Demand has stopped growing – 
permanently? 



European Gas Demand 



Downward trend could be 
permanent 



But renewables are growing fast 



Trend is likely to continue 



There are unintended consequences: the  
electricity industry is “turning upside down” 

NOW FUTURE 

Cost structure Mainly marginal Mainly capital 

Pricing kWh ? 

Planning and operation Flex supply to match 
demand 

Flex demand to match 
supply 

Control and dispatch From centre Throughout system (cf 
internet) 

Role of demand-side Passive Interactive 

Role of grids Neutral conduit Smart player 



First the bad news: the changes 
are creating problems  

 

• Electricity markets are broken 

• Utilities are suffering 

• Consumers are paying the price 

• Security issues are emerging 

• Other sectors are being affected 



Wholesale prices have fallen 



But costs have risen: retail and 
wholesale prices diverge 



Markets are broken: intraday price in Germany 
– where are the signals for dr? 



Conventional plants are closing: 
coal and ccgt closures - gw 



Problems for consumers: policies affect electricity 
prices 



Prices higher than in the US for all classes of customer 



Residential consumers are particularly 
impacted in countries with most developed 

decarbonisation programmes 



Problems for utilities: the changes impact the share 
price of utilities who don’t respond fast enough 



Utilities are being hit 



Problems for policy makers - who 
will optimise investment? 

• Markets can’t unless prices give adequate 
signals  

• Government is not equipped to do so – but 
may end up taking the decisions, as with 
nuclear 

• Uncertainty about overall decision-making 
may persist for some time 



Problems for security: imports are 
growing  



The rush to renewables is starting 
to impact other sectors 



But problems can also be 
opportunities 

 

• For renewables themselves, of course 

• For utilities which can take a lead in 
decarbonisation 

• For new business models   

• For more consumer engagement 

• For new approaches to policy making 

 

 



Opportunities for new business and business models 



New approaches to 
decarbonisation 

 

• Power to gas 

 

• Green gas – UK considering decarbonising 
heat 

 

• Gas in transport (directly or via electric 
vehicles) 



A hydrogen economy - 1 



A hydrogen economy - 2 



Where does hydrogen come from 
today? 



Demand for gas and power could 
go up as well as down 



Similarly with gas in transport 

 

• As CNG 

 

• As hydrogen 

 

• As electricity 



EU Framework 

• EU is moving towards an Energy Union – but 
very slowly 

• Goals are clear – single market and 
decarbonisation – but member states retain 
right to determine their own energy mix, 
conditions and structure. 

• In practice, they have adopted very different 
policies and instruments 

• But this gives an opportunity to learn from 
experience – what works; what doesn’t. 

 



The challenges have been 
recognised 

‘We have to move away from an economy driven by 
fossil fuels, an economy where energy is based on a 
centralised, supply-side approach and which relies on 
old technologies and outdated business models. We 
have to empower consumers through providing them 
with information, choice and through creating 
flexibility to manage demand as well as supply. We 
have to move away from a fragmented system 
characterised by uncoordinated national policies, 
market barriers and energy-isolated areas.’ 

 



Brexit may actually help focus 
minds 

• Energy security:  Brexit makes a coordinated EU approach 
easier, eg with gas imports 

 

• Decarbonisation: could be problems for EU with loss of UK 
effort sharing  (UK target for 2030 – 57%; EU target – 40%) 

 

• Energy Union: could improve the prospects 

 

• Liberalisation: possible loss of momentum (though UK has 
also lost enthusiasm) 

 

 



Conclusions 

• Energy is facing four revolutions at once 

• Energy industry is facing more uncertainty 
than ever before 

• So far, it has mainly felt the pain 

• But there are opportunities for both new 
entrants and incumbents, if they can grasp 
them. 

 


